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COMMUNICATION AND INTERACTION IN 
DIGITAL NETWORK EDUCATION SCENARIOS
Use clear language 
that allows students 




activities they have 
to perform









moments so that 
they reach students 
in time - ex. a 
message 
announcing the start 










contribute to the 








Being an online 
teacher doesn't 




“The times they are a-changing” (Bob Dylan, 1963)
The uses of technology – What is your goal?
Communicative, asynchronous and rich 
Interaction and relationships 
OPEN EDUCATIONAL RESORCES - OER
Educational movement
Are freely available, openly licensed 
resources - textbooks, media, videos, 
articles, and more - that are useful 
for teaching, learning, and assessing 
























Amante & Oliveira (2019)
PrACT Model
MAINTAIN QUALITY IN TEACHING IN A RAPIDLY 
CHANGING LEARNING ENVIRONMENT
MAINTAIN QUALITY IN TEACHING IN A 
RAPIDLY CHANGING LEARNING ENVIRONMENT
Decide how 





























OPPORTUNITIES - I 
Henriques, Van Hout, Teixeira, (2019)
OPPORTUNITIES -II
SPECIALIZED TRAINING IN ADDICTIONS 
PREVENTION
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